
What's the name of the book or film? Who wrote the book? Which country is it from? Why did you choose it? 
1984 george orwell Britain I wondered for its reputation.

A Christmas Carol Charles Dickens England

Basically I love all books written by Charles Dickens. I lived in Boston at that time I was reading 
his books and whatever I come back to the books it reminds me my days at school and cosy 
nights with a cup of coffee and a wonderful book in my small apartment by the BU university. Also 
that time I was going a lot to the small theaters. One of my favorite was Oliver Twist performed by 
students from BU. 

A midnight summer dream William Shakespeare England I love theatre
A tale of two cities charles dickens england they gave it to me at school 
A thousand Splendid Sun Kaled Hosseini Afghanistan It's an interesting story, full of poetry and meditation points

Abay's way Abay Kunanbayev the Kazakh USSR 
He's a great, prolific writer. His works reveal different aspects of people's lifestyle and also he was 
the one who did a big impact on people's literacy and education. He is a homage for everyone

ABOUT A BOY NICK HORNBY ENGLAND IT'S HILARIOUS

AMARCOD

IT'S A FEDERICO 
FELLINI'S MOST 
FAMOUS FILM

ITALY-EMILIA ROMAGNA.
RIMINI

BECAUSE IT SHOWS HOW WE LIVED AFTER THE SECOND WORLD WAR, OUR HOPES, 
OUR DREAMS, OUR WEAKNESSES

And Then There Were None Agatha Christie UK Because it´s a classic.
And Then There Were None Agatha Christie Britain It is breathtaking and exciting book! If you love misteries this book is great choice.
Bastardja e Stambollit Elif Shafak France It is a wonderfull story about a girl who lives in Istanbul and other things.
Bodas de sangre (book) which I guess it's 
trnslated as "Blood wedding". Federico García Lorca Spain I read it when I was at high school and I was astonished. It's one of my favourite Spanish books.

Brave New World Aldous Huxley England 
Although written in 1931 it's super current it's super current, pointing out what can happen when 
man allows himself to be dominated by the illusion of scientific perfection.

Cairo Modern (the book) - The Film (Cairo 30) Naguib Mahfouz Egypt
It describes the divided society in Cairo in the 30's, how people were very rich and others very 
poor and how both interplay, and the also the resistance against the British occupation.

Canterbury Tales Geoffrey Chaucer England It's a portrait of English society by that time. 
casual vacancy Joe Baker England it's the first novel for adults from JK Rowling
Death on the Nile Agatha Christie UK There is all of a good crime book: suspence, surprise, engaging storyline, coupe de theatre
Dubliners James Joyce Ireland Because it's one of the greatest work in English/Irish literature in my opinion.
Einstein's Dream Alan Lightman USA It is my favorite book!
Emma Jane Austen England I just love it 

Entre limones
It  is written by Chris 
Stewart

It`s from Britain but it talks us 
about  Granada, Spain because it is the last book that I have readed and it`s funny and easy to read

Film "Hidden Figures"
Thedore MELFItheThe 
contribution USA The contribution of 3 Afroamerican female scientists to the conquest of the moon.

Good Will Hunting 
Matt Damon-Ben Affleck
(script) U.S.A

difficult decision issue: What to do with your 
capacity. Stay with your friends or relatives or go looking for something better

GREAT EXPECTATIONS CHARLES DICKENS ENGLAND No word describes the Dickens.
Hamlet Whiliam Shakespeare England It's very clever and tragic.
Hard times Charles Dickens England It's title attracts me
Harry Potter JK.Rowling United Kingdom Because it's very magical and interesting.
Harry Potter JK. Rolling UK It is easy to read and I also love its movies.
Harry potter and the prisoner of azkaban JK ROWLING Biriten Because I love majek 



What's the name of the book or film? Who wrote the book? Which country is it from? Why did you choose it? 

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone Joanne Rowling Great Britian
It was really fun to get into their world by reading this book. I recommend everyone to read if 
he\she doesn't know where to star

Il Gattopardo
 Giuseppe Tomasi di 
Lampedusa It is Italian Because it speaks about  the Risorgimento period in Sicily, my country.

Invisible Monster Chuck Palahniuk US (Pasco, Washington) It's an incredible book to read in one breath
Jane Eyre Charlotte Bronte Great Britain It represents a struggle for both love and independence.

Jane Eyre Charlotte Bronte England
I really liked how the scenes are impeccably detailed in the book. I had the chance of learning a lot 
of new vocabulary while reading. 

Lion of the Desert harry craig libya describe how life the people in libya
Longbourn Loe Baker England it takes place in the backside of the wellknown "pride and prejudice" from J.Austen

Machines like me Ian Mcewan UK
It is a good story about the humans and their superiority  over all the others despite their 
weaknesses and flaws.

Murder in Mesopotamia Agatha Cristie Jerusalem Being a successful author of a number of detective stories, she was titled as the ‘Queen of Crime’.
My cousin Rachel Daphne du Maurier Great Britain It's a fascinating love and mistery story. I really liked it

Nakshi kanthar math jashimuddin Bangladesh
This book represents the very own art of our country.'Nakshi kantha' is a fabric with different 
flowers drown in it.It is very charming to look.

Novecento Bertolucci Italy
it represents an important step in our history and in some ways is still current

Operation Romanow Glenn Meade Ireland Because the book is just so exciting till the last page.
Past imperfect, Belgravia, Snobs J.Fellowes England I appreciate the "Downtown" serie from J.Fellowes

Persuasion Jane Austen England
It's my favourite by Jane Austen. I love the character of Anne Elliot and I feel close to her. The 
letter episode is a masterpiece of literature.

Persuasion Jane Austen England I really like the portrayal of the society at that time made by Auten
Picture of Dorian Gray Oscar Wilde Ireland, GB Misterious, fascinating, wise

Pídeme lo que quieras Megan Maxwell Spain
Because it's a novel between romantic and erotic, and this book hooked me, and I can to learn 
many things.

Poems new and collected Wisława Szymborska Poland

Always current, always important. Wisława, our proud, the Nobe Prize laureat, sees people, sees 
our country, our culture, exactly as I see it. She doesn't write pompous poems, she writes about 
ordinary people, ordinary lifes, here and now, about everything we are and everything we will be. 
Despite it you can always find something deeper in her poetry if you want to look. 

Pride and Prejudice Jane Austen England I like it very much
Profanation Jussi Adler Olsen Danemark A wondeful thriller with very special detectives
Proud and prejudice Jane Austen England This book or film shows how prejudice changes the truth and harm people.
Punarnava Hazari prasad dwivedi India Reflects different human emotions and behaviors. 
Roots Alex Haley America It talks about hidden history. And the life of my grandparents 
Season of migration to the North Altayeb Salih Sudan It talks about our history and culture 

Sherlock Holmes  Sir Arthur Conan Britian
It is comprised with  lot of murderal stories which can cause much interst,and the detective is so 
smart,special,brave,acable hero that can satify everybody's need.

Sherlock's Holmes Arthur Conan Doyle UK I like misterious and detectives 
SOIF Amélie NOTHOMB fRANCE A book to be read the easter week
Still Human (Film) Oliver Chan Siu Kuen Hong Kong, China This film is very moving and it helps understanding Hong Kong culture.
Tale of two cities Charles dickens The United Kingom One of the best Novelist forwhom I'd ever read.



What's the name of the book or film? Who wrote the book? Which country is it from? Why did you choose it? 

THE ARCHITECT'S APPRENTICE Elif Şafak Turkey
It's about the journey of Jahan from India to Istanbul where he will meet the great architect Mimar 
Sinan in 16th century. 

The Betrothed Alessandro Manzoni Italy Because I find it very actual in this period 
The blue flower Penelope Fitzgerald The UK This novel overwhelms readers with contradictory feelings. Try it!
The Canterville ghost Oscar Wilde UK It's totally different from other books. And it's easily the best book I've read. 
The crown ( it's a Series on Netflix) England It's so interesting to understand Contemporary British history
The forty rules of love Elif Shafak Turkey It changes my life and makes me enjoy every single moment with the nature
The girl on the train Paula Hawkins England I found it in a part of bookshop  dedicated to vo books, I heard of it with a film

The Gray Notebook Josep Pla Catalonia
Because he describes pretty well catalan society  in both, cities and town, in the beginning of XX 
century. 

The Great Gatsby F. Scott Fritzgerald I think America

Because this novel is a portal to the savage heart of the human spirit, affords a glimpse at our 
humanity and wonders at our enormous capacity to dream, to imagine, to hope and to persevere. I 
always remember the saying that “Whenever you feel like criticizing any one, just remember that 
all the people in this world haven't had the advantages that you’ve had.”

the hours Michael Cunningham US (Cincinnati, Ohio) An incredible story, through time and feelings but with a common thread 
The life and times of Alexis Zorbas Nickos Kazantzakis Greece Zorba is the greatest fictonal character of modern Greek literature

the lord of the rings J. R. R. Tolkien the UK
because it is an excellent book which is made its film. but i love the film more than the book. i have 
seen the film more than ten times and i can watch ten times more

The Lost Girl Liz Harrirs Great Britain What if you were trapped between two cultures?  Then , go for  it and find it out!
The Merchant Of Venice William Shakespeare British It narrate the real life of people

the movie: Young Goethe in Love (2010) ./. Germany

This movie is about the life of "Johann Wolfgang von Goethe" who lived in Germany, in Frankfurt. 
At first he studied law due to his father. But after a while it was clear and he realized that he loved 
writing poetries. So be became a famous poet and then also philosopher and scientist.

the museum of innocence orhan pamuk turkey 

the novel is about a love story  between the wealthy businessman and a poorer distant relative of 
his. In the novel, heroes live in the conflict  between west and east culture and this clash affects 
their lives. The novel is one of the most important novels about tukish culture and daily life.

The Painted Veil Somerset Maugham Britain Interesting transformation of the main character

The path of Abai Mukhtar Auezov Kazakhstan

This book is not only about the great kazakh poet but also about the life of Kazakhs in general. 
Here the whole essence of the people is revealed, its good and negative sides. Abai struggles with 
the ignorance of the people and encourages them to study.

The Picture of Dorian Gray) OSCAR WILDE ENGLAND BECAUSE IT'S ABOUT VANITY AND NARCISISM (SO UP-TO-DATE SUBJECT)

The ride of a lifetime Robert iger USA
He is a very smart guy I work for Disney and he is the current CEO, he was considered to run for 
president and the way that he express ideas and stories is very attractive, he is a great storyteller.

THE SECRET KEEPER KATE MORTON AUSTRALIAN Because I like mystery books and this one is especially well written. 

The shadow of the wind Carlos Ruiz Zafon Spain

I chose it because it is my favourite book and the writer is from my country. It is a famous best 
seller with a completely fascinating story. Furthermore, many genres are mix and the result is 
fantastic in my opinion.

The Uncommon reader Alan Bennet England It's ever so funny so Britih

The Waves Virginia Woolf UK
Because we enter the mind of each character with such sensitivity that it is a fabulous multiple 
portrait.

The way of the World William Congreve Britain
I choose this because it helps understand the World in which we live and the nature of human 
being. (From my point of view)

The wedding of Zein Altayeb Salih Sudan It talk about our culture 



What's the name of the book or film? Who wrote the book? Which country is it from? Why did you choose it? 

The Why Cafe John P. Strelecky USA

It is food for thought and embarks on a journey of self-discovery. Once you get into this book, 
YOU WON'T WANT TO PUT IT DOWN. The author is called "The Alchemist for the 21st 
Century..."

Three Men In A Boat Jerome K. Jerome Britain It's humorous. I enjoyed reading it a lot.
Utopia Thomas Moore Britain Cause it is very interesting book.
Valley of confessions Chingiz Abdullayev Azerbaijan He writes dedective.I liked his books
What a curve up! Jonathan Coe England it  raises social and political issues of modern England
What Alice forgot Liane Moriarty Australia Article about best book to read when you're 39 years old
Women Runs With Wolves Clarissa Pinkola Estes Britain I am interested in women literature
Wonder Raquel J. Palacio USA It is very interesting and cute. The history of Auggie is amazing
Yuan Yuan Hall Feng Zikai China you can see Chinese childhood and nature countryside  by this book and cartoon 

I choose this because it helps understand the World in which we live and the nature of human 
being. (From my point of view)
I found it in a part of bookshop  dedicated to vo books, I heard of it with a film
it takes place in the backside of the wellknown "pride and prejudice" from J.Austen


